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February 
Where would everyone be without a mobile phone?  Have some fun with some other 

methods of communication! 

 

Morse code is a system where a message can be seen by sending impulses of light 

using a torch.  Each letter of the alphabet is represented by a different arrangement 

of dots and dashes.  The dot is a short flash and the dash a longer one.  Have some 

fun on a dark evening sending Morse code messages around the hall or outside the 

meeting place!  

Divide the Colony into small groups, each with an adult. 

Let each group work out a simple message in Morse code. 

It would be a good idea if the message had the same 

number of words as the number in the group, then each 

Beaver could have a turn sending a word! 

Give a torch to one group to send their message – the 

other groups have to record the letters to try and guess  

the message! 

 

Aircraft are guided safely in to land by the use of signals on the runway.  Play a game 

using signals to direct the moves! 

Runway!   Equipment: 2 red table tennis bats or similar from card 

o The Colony stands at one end of the hall and a Leader at the other.  The Colony 
are in a line across the hall facing the Leader. 

o The Leader holds a red bat in each hand and explains the actions represented 
by the movement of the bats! 

o 2 bats held level with shoulders and moving towards body – come forward 

o 2 bats held level with shoulders and moving away from body – move backwards 

o Vary the speed of moving the bats so that the Beavers move quickly or slowly 

o 1 bat out to left – take a step to the same side as the bat 

o 1 bat out to right – take a step to the same side as the bat 

o 2 bats crossed across body – stop 

o The Leader changes the signals so that the Beavers move at random 
throughout the game! 

 
Sometimes messages can get misunderstood!  Try a game of Chinese Whispers and 

see if the Beavers can pass a simple message from one to the other without it getting 

changed by the time it reaches the last person.   

Try doing something similar with actions! 

o Divide the Colony into small groups of about 6 Beavers.  The groups can take 
turns to play.  They will enjoy watching the antics of the Beavers playing! 

o Position the group in a line facing forwards, they must not look behind! 
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o The Leader gives the first Beaver an action to mime (skateboarding, climbing a 
rope, etc.) and the child goes behind the line, taps the second Beaver to turn 
round and then mimes the action to them. 

o Then the second Beaver taps the next Beaver to turn round and mimes the 
action to them.  The third Beaver does the same to the next one and so on. 

o When the last Beaver sees the mime they have to guess what it was.  If they 
are wrong the next Beaver is asked and so on right back to the first Beaver 
who did the original action! 

 
Make some fun phones so the Beavers can talk to each other over long distances! 

 

Fun Fones Equipment: 2 plastic cups per Beaver, skewer, string, 

scissors, art & collage materials, glue 

o Give each Beaver Scout 2 plastic cups (make a small hole in the bottom of each 

cup with the skewer.  These are the speaker and earpiece of the ‘fun fones’. 

o Allow the Beavers to decorate their cups as they wish.  They might like to 

make them into animals or fish using fur fabric scraps and sequins or space age 

gadgets covered in tin foil and shiny paper! 

o Cut a length a string – this can be up to 20 metres long!  Push the end of the 

string through the hole in the cup and knot securely. 

o In pairs the Beavers can take turns holding a cup over their ear while their 

partner whispers through the ‘fun fone’ mouthpiece and then swap around! 
 

The sound travels along the string but it must be pulled taut and not touch anything!  

Sounds travel better and faster through solids or liquids than they do through air! 

 

Have a go at singing the super action hymn – ‘Prayer is like a telephone’. The words 

and music can be found in a number of sources, such as Junior Praise (combined music 

edition) published by Marshall Pickering.  The Beavers will enjoy doing the different 

actions of the chorus as the song progresses! 
 

Prayer is like a telephone for us to talk to Jesus. 
Prayer is like a telephone for us to talk to God. 

Prayer is like a telephone for us to talk to Jesus. 
Pick it up and use it every day. 

 

The next time the chorus is sung the word ‘prayer’ is replaced by an action of praying 

hands.  The third time, both ‘prayer’ and ‘telephone’ are replaced by actions – mime 

‘telephone’ by pretending to hold a phone to ear.  When singing the final time, ‘Jesus’ 

and ‘God’ are replaced by holding hands up in the air and pointing to heaven! 

 

Of course, prayer is better than a mobile phone because you can never run out of 
charge, there is always good reception and the person you want to speak to is always 
there to listen! 


